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PW351 - PW3 Hi-Vis Winter
Trouser
Collection: PW3 High Visibility
Range: PW3
Shell Fabric:  300D Industry: 100%
Polyester,  300D  Oxford  Weave,  PU
Coated, Stain-Resistant Finish 190g
Contrast Fabric:  100% Nylon 190g
Lining Fabric:  100% Polyester 60g
Filling  Fabric:   100%  Polyester
Wadding  160g

Product information
Premium  insulated  winter  bib  trouser  made
from  durable  300D  Oxford  polyester  fabric.
With a zip off function at the back, the bib can
be removed completely to turn it into a trouser
which adds to its overall versatility. Following
the great PW3 signature design, this garment
has top loading kneepad pockets, secure zipped
storage  pockets,  rule  pocket  and  detachable
holster pockets.

Standards
EN ISO 20471 Class 2
RIS-3279-TOM ISSUE 2 (ORANGE ONLY)
EN 343:2019 Class 3:1 X (WP 15,000mm)
EN 342 (0.356 (M².K/W), 2, X)

PW3 High Visibility
Portwest PW3 High Visibility  is  characterised
by fresh dynamic designs, premium fabrics and
a contemporary fit.  Using advanced HiVisTex
Pro  retro  reflective  tape,  the  segmented
heatseal tape flexes with movement. Certified to
the latest international high visibility standards
for complete protection.

PW3
Portwest PW3™ contemporary workwear blends
sports  and  lifestyle  trends  with  function,  a
modern  fit  and  improved  comfort.  Utilising
premium fabrics,  products are engineered for
flexibility across a diverse range of industry and
trade end uses and offer exceptional value.

Features
16 pockets for ample storage●

Top-loading knee pad pockets for quick and●

easy access

Rule pocket●

Large back zip pocket for multiple storage●

options

Side zip leg opening for easy access●

Zip off holster pockets for added versatility●

Crotch gusset to reduce stress and prevent●

seam failure

Detachable bib and braces for greater●

versatility

Side zip pockets●

40+ UPF rated fabric to block 98% of UV rays●

  
Short Reg Tall XTall

Orange/Black S - 4XL
Yellow/Black S - 4XL


